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A comprehensive menu of Cherry's Lounge from Jersey City covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Kevin Taylor likes about Cherry's Lounge:
Love the atmosphere, I was greeted with open arms , the two bartenders was very intuitive about my needs ,

bartenders NYE and TEE got me Watvea I ask for , the drinks was good, food was good and the fact they knew I
needed a mimosa soon as I walk in , tells everything I need to know , and tee gotta lil bubble too by the way read

more. What Dash • doesn't like about Cherry's Lounge:
I will definitely be back to catch a vibe a drink. Bartender who served me was very polite. Drink was VERY

STRONG (sneaked up on me music was dope. The food? Mediocre. Mac cheese was just that. No seasoning
just elbows and melted cheese. Salmon, over cooked, under seasoned. Rice was parboiled(hate it! Rice only
takes 15 mins to make! just moved to JC never go out. Chose to not sit in my car while the food was being p...

read more.
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Past�
MAC CHEESE

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Sid� dishe�
HOT SAUCE

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKEN WAFFLES

Spirit�
MARTINI

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
HONEY

WATERMELON

BUFFALO

CHEESE

TRAVEL

CHICKEN
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